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Letter from our President
Dr. Nancy Phenis-Bourke
I find the caliber of the IMA Board of Directors remains constant while
the president is able to travel for pleasure and for business to South
America and Italy. The business is making connections on behalf of
the International Mentoring Association and the current Board of
Directors. Even though I speak a handful of Portuguese expressions
and words, I was able to communicate via translators the significance
of mentoring and who IMA is to residence in many areas of Brazil,
South America and Sardinia, Italy. Let us remain loyal to the IMA
regardless of the language. My message to the Brazilians about our
organization is what is stated on the NEW website:
www.mentoringassociation.org in English, and here it is in
Portuguese:
An International Mentoring Association (IMA) é uma associação sem fins lucrativos (501 © (3)) de
profissionais de mentoria nos setores de educação, negócios e governo. Oferecemos as informações mais
atualizadas no campo em constante evolução de práticas recomendadas de orientação em um formato
organizado, acessível e fácil de usar. O IMA avança o desenvolvimento pessoal e organizacional
promovendo o uso de práticas recomendadas de orientação em todos os ambientes. Nossa organização
mundial diversificada une uma ampla seção transversal de centenas de pessoas que têm interesse na teoria
e na prática da orientação eficaz. Os membros trazem experiências únicas e uma nova perspectiva de seus
vários campos de orientação.

Continued on page 2

Letter from our President, Cont.
Yes, IMA has invested in a new website and we hope you have a
chance to view it soon. Of course it is in development stages and
your input is very much appreciated and accepted as we continue to
grow the IMA in many avenues. One of the executive team’s efforts
has been prioritizing our time, resources, and treasures as we move
IMA forward and with the help of the Board of Directors.
Remembering IMA Board of Directors, you are treasures and gifts to
mentoring here and abroad with your strengths and networks.
Yet another enormous project is establishing partners across the
globe and we have begun the process with a partnering model
which we will pilot for one year. Our hope is to make the
announcement in 2019 of the location and the members who are
participating in the pilot partnering model program. The beginning
stages and groundwork are at the forefront. IMA has the capacity to
broaden diversity, maintain and build growth in the association’s
membership, and increase board membership through the next few
years and beyond. This project will make this a reality. Seeking and
supporting these relationships will enrich the membership and
mentoring collaboration globally. Please reach out to us should you
be interested in serving with developing and assessing this
partnership project. Estimated amount of time will be 40 hours of
your time during the twelve months of 2019. Many have spent
hours researching and establishing a relationship with a specific
location and are anxious to announce this project. We welcome all.
I am sending my well wishes to members who have suffered the
heartaches and destruction of hurricanes, flooding, and losses in
the aftermath of these conditions. I support and wrap my arms
around you with thoughts and prayers. Please know you are among
members who are friends and I am here to help with your needswhatever resources you may need.
Lastly, I am thrilled to be able to announce through the rich
networking and connections the 2019 International Mentoring
Conference will be March 11-12, 2019, in Gainesville, Florida at the
University of Florida. Ninety percent of IMA board members have
committed their attendance and have contributed to the organization
and logistics. I personally wish to say thank you, in Portuguese
‘obrigada’.
Check
IMA’s
website
for
further
details.
www.mentoringassociation.org

Your IMA President,
Nancy Phenis-Bourke Ed.D.
nsbourke@aol.com
765.621.2471

Upcoming Webinars
Impact of Mentoring for Career
Changes – Beginning a career in
translation services
Tuesday, November 15, 2018 – 10:00 am
EST/3:00 pm WET (Lisbon)
This webinar will create a core understanding
of mentoring for career changes and the impact
that guidance and support can have in the
transitioning process. The presenter is an expert
in International Translation and her leadership
in the field of translations sets the stage for the
planning, preparation, development, and goal
setting needed for success in this field.

PRESENTER: Ana Sofia Saldanha –
Translator, Professor, University of
Lisbon, Portugal
Mentoring in a Post #MeTo World: The
impact on cross-gender relations and
mentoring women
Tuesday, December 4, 2018 – 4:00 pm
EST/8:00 am Sydney, AUS
As we emerge from what was a #MeToo
explosion, we’ve taken the opportunity to dig
deep into the research and find out how we now
approach
the
delicate
interpersonal
relationships of the workplace, how this has
impacted cross-gender mentoring, and more the
specifically the mentoring of women. Leave
this session with a great understanding of how
we can best work together to bring safety and
balance to our mentoring relationships and
having learnt useful tips on how to mentor
someone of a different gender and what women
say they really need from these relationships.

PRESENTER:
Melissa
Richardson,
Director, Art of Mentoring, Sydney,
Australia
FOR MORE INFORMATION: Please
contact us for information on
registering for a webinar or becoming
an IMA Professional Develop Webinar
presenter. Carol Riley, IMA Webinar
Administrator, Criley919@yahoo.com

Meet the IMA Board of Directors, Cont.
Kathryn Hollywood

Marketing
Dr. Hollywood received her Ph.D. in
Administration and Supervision with a
concentration
in
Church/Organizational
Leadership, from the School of Education,
Fordham University, New York City. She holds a Specialist degree in
Counseling and two Master’s degrees from St. John’s University
(Clinical Psychology and Theology). Dr. Hollywood is a Professor of
Leadership at Concordia University Chicago, in the College of
Innovation and Professional Programs where she oversees graduate
programs in Higher Education Leadership, Community College
Leadership, Organizational Leadership, and Health Care Leadership as
well as the MA in Leadership Studies. She is holds doctoral faculty status
serving on dissertation committees at CUC and mentoring numerous
doctoral students. Dr. Hollywood served on the editorial managing board
of the Journal of Leadership Educators, the journal for the Association of
Leadership Educators (www.leadershipeducators.org).

Meet author Carol A. Mullen
Read her article Becoming Steeped in the Socially-Just
Mentoring of Indigeneous Peoples, on page 4.
Carol A. Mullen, PhD, is Professor of Educational Leadership at
Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, Virginia, and a twice-awarded U.S. Fulbright
Scholar to China (2015) and Canada (2017). She specializes in mentoring
theory and practice, international programming, and creativity in the social
sciences. She uses a mentoring-oriented social justice approach for
developing education leaders and systems. Dr. Mullen is an award-winning
teacher, supervisor, and scholar, as well as an experienced university
administrator. To date, she has published 225 refereed journal articles and
book chapters, 15 special issues of journals, and 22 books, (co)authored and
(co)edited. Recent books of hers are Education Policy Perils (2016) and
Creativity and Education in China (2017), both with Routledge. Creativity
under Duress in Education? Resistive Theories, Practices, and Actions
(Springer, 2019) is her latest edited book. She served as the 67th President of
the International Council of Professors of Educational Leadership (ICPEL;
formerly the National Council of Professors of Educational Administration).
She is recipient of the 2017 Living Legend Award from the ICPEL and the
2016 Jay D. Scribner Mentoring Award from the University Council for
Educational Administration. Her doctorate is from The Ontario Institute for
Studies in Education of the University of Toronto, Canada. Email:
camullen@vt.edu.

Dr. Laura
Lumsford

Author,
scholar,
consultant,
and
speaker Laura Gail Lunsford, PhD is
professor and department head of psychology
at Campbell University. She previously
directed the Swain Center for executive
education in the Cameron School of Business
at UNC Wilmington and has served as the
alumni director at Duke University’s Fuqua
School of Business and as founding full-time
director of the Park Scholarships at NC State.
A southerner by birth, she spent eight years in
the Sonoran Desert where she was a tenured
associate professor in psychology at the
University of Arizona. She has published over
40 peer reviewed articles, chapters, and books
on mentoring and leadership development,
including the definitive Handbook for
Managing Mentoring Programs. She has
presented on mentoring at conferences
sponsored by the European Mentoring and
Coaching Council, American Psychological
Association, Association for Psychological
Science, American Educational Research
Association, among others. The Department
of Education, National Science Foundation,
Institute for Education Science, and the
LUCE Foundation have funded her work. In
2009 she was honored with the International
Mentoring Association’s Dissertation Award.
Her BA and PhD are from NC State
University and her MS is from UNC
Greensboro. Laura regularly consults with
organizations on creating fantastic mentoring
programs.

Becoming Steeped in the Socially-Just
Mentoring of Indigenous Peoples
By Carol A. Mullen, PhD
How can we effectively mentor indigenous
peoples within mainstream educational systems
that have a negative effect? (Writer, 2017) To
benefit any marginalized student, mentoring
must be steeped in socially just concepts and
practices (Mullen, 2017). Becoming culturally
attuned to ways of educating not snared in
hierarchy, power, authority, and privilege
activates a learning curve for non-indigenous
mentors. Absorbing perspectives of “the other” is
in itself an initiating action for appropriately
mentoring indigenous students.
By indigenous, I am referring to tribes native to
Canada, in particular First Nations, Metis, and
Inuit peoples. Indigenous itself is a generic
category that the United Nations (UN) prefers
and that I am using within the stated context.
Learning Indigenous Perspectives
As mentors gain familiarity with indigenous
perspectives, they begin shedding
misconceptions and learning new knowledge for
the purpose of effectively mentoring indigenous
peoples. Dominant language uses, such as
referring to non-White populations as minorities,
change. Culturally appropriate tribal usages
exist. In indigenous scholarship, a politically
driven term is minoritizing (Tuck & Yang,
2012). This makes explicit dynamics of being
controlled, exploited, and dehumanized as a
disenfranchised group. Schooling and
imprisoning are societal mechanisms that ensure
White privilege and a nation’s supremacy.
Indigenous writers’ “settler-native-slave”
metaphor expresses such pervasive injustices.
Confronting privilege as members of the
majoritarian culture in American society and
institutions involves re-education of self.

White people have racial blind spots reflecting
our socialization within a colonial framework
and for which we are known as colonial settlers
in indigenous sources (Lowman & Barker,
2015; Tuck & Yang, 2012; Writer, 2017). For
example, Keddie and Niesche’s (2012) study of
a White leader that unfolded in a rural
indigenous school in Australia surfaced these
very problems. The principal’s relationship with
“indigenity” turned out to be culturally lacking
and her worldview irreconcilable with
indigenous life. Because she normalized White
hegemony at the expense of indigenous
empowerment and control, such opportunities
as cross-cultural mentoring never materialized.
As a White mentor who has not been exposed
in any depth to indigenous teachings, I decided
to read indigenous-authored scholarship. An
overriding message concerns the extremely
important decolonization project that looks to
consciousness-raising around the plight of
North America’s most underrepresented
population in mainstream life and schools:
indigenous peoples, a vulnerable community
globally (UN, 2010, 2016).
In critical indigenous scholarship, colonialism
is operationalized. One learns how nations’
policies and practices of using authority exploit
people and territories to benefit those in power.
A meta point is that “cultural dispossession and
assimilation are central to colonization” (Pinto
& Blue, 2015, p. 3). The UN (2010, 2016)
addresses reactions to such indigenous
assertions as self-serving or self-righteous
entitlements. Dispossession of land, as
explained, is a worldwide occurrence for
indigenous peoples forced to uproot and
assimilate.

Continues on page 5

While none of this may seem like a mentoring issue, I
think it is—the relationship between nonindigenous
and indigenous cultures is rooted in inequality (Tuck
& Yang, 2012; Writer, 2017). Public schooling
reflects such inequities, as do majoritarian mentoring
relationships, programs, and processes (Windchief &
Brown, 2017). Widespread exclusionary schooling
has severe penalties. A disproportionately high
number of indigenous students drop out of secondary
school and are incarcerated in North American
federal prisons, affecting their occupational and
economic prospects (UN, 2010).
Tribal justice targets unequal, inappropriate, and
dangerous uses of power within and beyond
educational systems. Unforgettable are these
powerful words by Mick Dodson, former Aboriginal
Social Justice Commissioner in Australia:
Social justice is what faces you in the
morning. It is awakening in a house with
adequate water supply, cooking facilities and
sanitation. It is the ability to nourish your
children and send them to school where their
education not only equips them for
employment but reinforces their knowledge .
. . of their cultural inheritance. It is . . . a life
of choices and opportunity, free from
discrimination. (as cited in Fredericks,
Maynor, White, English, & Ehrich, 2014, pp.
768–769)
Injustice is an awakening of a different kind—
impoverished education, indeed, but also the world
that surrounds it—contaminated water, an unclean
environment, eviction, poor nutrition, illness, lack of
work prospects, prejudice, abuse, and even
homelessness (Lowman & Barker, 2015). Lowsocioeconomic indigenous families face such “unjust
social practices” as North America’s “most impacted
[demographic]” (Johnson & Dempster, 2014, p. 397).
The UN (2016) has called out poverty, conflict,
healthcare, and education in its endorsement of
indigenous communities’ rights: “It is a noted irony
that indigenous peoples living in the richest countries
of the United States and Canada are among their
poorest citizens” (p. 7). “Jurisdictional conflict” with
federal governments leaves indigenous peoples’
health services in a ruinous state. There is much
potential for exploring the role of wellness and
conflict resolution in mentoring indigenous students
more holistically.
Discovering Culturally Attuned Mentoring
Pathways
A goal of some indigenous scholars is to help
mainstream schools figure out pathways of educating
their indigenous members. Developing community-

Discovering Culturally Attuned Mentoring
Pathways
A goal of some indigenous scholars is to help
mainstream schools figure out pathways of educating
their indigenous members. Developing communitybased structures and strategies is one such pathway
(Johnson & Dempster, 2014). Applying Writer’s
(2017) sensibility, mentoring with a social justice
mission is another conduit for confronting bankrupt
indigenous education: “Tribal nations [resist]
continued colonial acts” in schooling. Activism has
led to “tribally based values [being incorporated] into
public and tribal school curriculum”; another such
outcome, “student-centered education” is becoming
“culturally appropriate” for native populations (pp.
170, 173). Such curriculum includes “learning
model[s] for assisting children to read in standard
[languages and forms],” giving them “the prospect of
whole of life outcomes” (Johnson & Dempster, pp.
397–398).
Importantly, indigenous education focuses on
“student as citizen” and programs as “centered in
community” (Writer, 2017, p. 173). Culturally
attuned programs model worldviews and values
endemic to “indigenous paradigms”; within these,
“indigenous identity” and “kinship structures” are
crucial (Windchief & Brown, 2017). Programming
must somehow astutely reflect both indigenous and
Western knowledge and values. It also needs to meet
school systems’ expectations for indigenous
communities engaging in “home–school
partnerships” (Johnson & Dempster, 2014). Through
partnering, indigenous learners become biculturally
literate and adaptive, bypassing disengagement,
failure, and dropout.
An impactful initiative is the Martin Aboriginal
Education Initiative’s Aboriginal Youth
Entrepreneurship Program (Pinto & Blue, 2015).
Implemented in partnership with school districts and
provincial governments, and aligned to governmental
policy, this program exists in over 44 Canadian high
schools, reaching more than 700 youth. However,
Eurocentric issues include the championing of
“white, male ‘heroes’” and the participation of
companies “allegedly exploitive toward Aboriginal
communities” (p. 6).

Continues on page 6

While “postcolonialism,” as Pinto and Blue
(2015) conclude, “is an ideal not yet achieved”
(p. 3), mentors who work tirelessly for justice
take such actions as these:
• Acknowledge and respect the values of
tribal communities as a means of building
healthy macro (partnering) and micro
(mentoring) relationships (Writer, 2017).
• Meet with tribal representatives and learn
their perspectives and concerns. Problemsolve together, respecting their belief that
engagement is indispensable for reaching
outcomes (Writer).
• Translate indigenous “ways of knowing”
into programming (Writer). Discern
variation in students’ indigenous values
and avoid collapsing “collectivecomprised tribal identity into an
individualized ethnic identity” (Tuck &
Yang, 2012, p. 23).
• Consult sources to create indigenous
mentoring-based curriculum; e.g., social
justice frameworks and culturally
relevant activities were used to mobilize
college students’ sociopolitical thinking
(Gaztambide-Fernández, Desai, &
Scheepstra, 2016).
Pondering Starting Points
Developing fluency with such indigenous
viewpoints is a place to start. Becoming
culturally informed and attuned is an intentional
mentoring act. Offering grassroots culturallybased mentoring programs is another step
forward. Listening deeply while questioning and
unlearning what settlers were taught from
childhood can help with moving past Western
oppression. To renew our homeland, we need to
create communities of support with indigenous
persons. Socially just mentoring would establish
bonds and signal solidarity.
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IMA Interview with
Ida Abbott, Esq.
www.IdaAbbott.com.

1.) When/why did you become interested in
mentoring?
Ida Abbott, President of Ida Abbott
Consulting, works with lawyers and legal
employers around the world to promote
lawyers’ development, retention and
advancement. Ida focuses on the power of
mentoring relationships to guide, support and
transform professional careers from the
beginning of practice through retirement. She
has long been a leader in the field of talent
management, particularly mentoring,
sponsorship and the advancement of women
into leadership. In recognition of her lifetime
contributions, she has been elected a Fellow
of both the American Bar Foundation, which
honors the top 1% of lawyers who have
promoted the highest principles and welfare
of the legal profession, and the College of
Law Practice Management.
Over more than four decades as a lawyer and
legal consultant, Ida has held leadership positions
in numerous bar associations, women’s
organizations, and professional organizations in
the US and internationally. She was a co-founder
of the Hastings Leadership Academy for Women
and the Professional Development Consortium,
where she serves as a Trusted Advisor. She is a
sought-after speaker and the author of several
seminal books, including The Lawyer’s Guide to
Mentoring, 2d Edition, and Sponsoring Women:
What Men Need to Know.
More information about Ida is available at
www.IdaAbbott.com.

I’ve always been interested in mentoring but started
looking at it seriously when I was a young lawyer. I
had the good fortune of working with lawyers who
gave me a lot of practical client and courtroom
responsibilities from the start. They brought me along
with them so I could watch and participate; they
observed me, gave me feedback and suggestions, and
let me take the lead. That was unusual experience for
a woman in the late 1970s. The lawyers (all men) did
it in part because having a “lady lawyer” in the firm
was a novelty, but the motive didn’t matter to me the support and opportunities did.

2.) Can you outline the differences in mentoring,
coaching, sponsorship?
The concept of mentoring embraces a variety of
functions, which can include coaching and
sponsorship. But most mentors perform only a few
mentoring functions, which is why I encourage
people to have a network of mentors who can help
them in different ways.
Coaching deals with performance. It is functional and
results-oriented. Coaches use a process of inquiry and
goal setting that elicits insights from the person they
are coaching.
Mentoring is broader in scope and purpose than
coaching, and is based on a deeper, more expansive
relationship than coaching. It is relational in nature
and in the business world, it’s career-oriented.
Mentoring covers more wide-ranging career issues
than coaching because it deals with mentees’ overall
professional development and advancement, not
simply performance goals. Mentors often employ
coaching as one of their tools, along with confidence
building, role modeling,
counseling, and advocacy.
Continues on page 9

Abbott Interview continued
Mentoring covers more wide-ranging career
issues than coaching because it deals with
mentees’ overall professional development
and advancement, not simply performance
goals. Mentors often employ coaching as one
of their tools, along with confidence building,
role modeling, counseling, and advocacy.
Although some people see sponsorship as a
distinct process, I view it as “advanced
mentoring.” A sponsor is a strong advocate
who has power and influence and uses that
advocacy to promote your career success. One
critical factor that distinguishes sponsorship is
that a sponsor must be someone with clout
who purposefully champions your
advancement. So all sponsors can potentially
be mentors, but not all mentors can be
sponsors.
3.) What inspired you to publish The Lawyer’s
Guide to Mentoring? Can you provide a short
overview?
I wrote the first edition in 2000, when law
firm associate attrition was high and
mentoring was recognized as critical for
professional development and a way of
retaining associates. This new 2nd edition
addresses the many changes that have taken
place since then. The fundamental principles
of mentoring have not changed, but they are
being adapted to the new legal marketplace.
4.) A lot of your work involves mentoring
women in leadership. Can you speak to this a
bit?
I co-founded the Hastings Leadership
Academy for Women with Prof. Joan
Williams to help women learn skills, attitudes,
and strategies that prepare them for leadership.
I firmly believe that structural changes are
needed in the profession, especially in law
firms, in order for women to reach parity

at leadership levels. This means changing how
firms decide about promotions, compensation
and leadership, and who the decision-makers
are.
I wrote a book called Sponsoring Women: What
men need to know because one of the principal
reasons women do not advance as quickly or
high as their male counterparts is because
women do not receive sponsorship from those
in power and leadership, who are predominantly
men - and who sponsor other men. One of the
disturbing effects of the #MeToo movement is
that many men have retreated and are less
willing than before to mentor and sponsor
women. So we have to counter that backlash.
5.) How do you think mentoring will evolve in
the future?
Here are a few things I think are likely:
•

•

•

•

•

Innovative mentoring models (like
sponsorship programs and reverse
mentoring) will proliferate and be used
more frequently.
Mentoring will be more self-directed,
short-term, and targeted to particular
needs.
Mentoring will become even more
critical as a strategy for engaging and
retaining high-performing and highpotential individuals, and for furthering
diversity and inclusion.
Technology will be involved in new
ways. It’s already widely used as a
means for mentors and mentees to find
each other and communicate and to
facilitate mentoring programs. Some
start-ups are now experimenting with
avatar- and robot-based mentoring.
No matter what other developments
occur, people will still prefer and desire
intensive, traditional forms of humanto-human mentoring.
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